
The lights dim.  The wall monitors take center stage.

                                        HADDEN
                Forgive the theatrics, it's a
                weakness.

Hadden pulls on a pair of gloves for an imaginary VR
keyboard.  He gestures for Ellie to sit beside him, facing
the monitors.  He begins to type as the monitors scroll
hieroglyphics --

                                        HADDEN
                Page after page of data -- over
                sixty-three thousand in all, if I'm
                not mistaken... and at the end of
                each...

                                        ELLIE
                A page-break signal.  A period.

                                        HADDEN
                Not if you think like a Vegan.

                                        ELLIE
                You're saying... there is no
                separate primer in the message --
                because it's on every page so the
                recipient can decipher it wherever
                he is --

                                        HADDEN
                -- even if he doesn't receive the
                entire transmission.  Heaven is the
                mustard seed.

Hadden ghost-types a series of commands.  The monitor wall
syncs into a giant vidscreen --

The hieroglyphics begin to enlarge.  An almost invisible
dot in the lower right corner of the screen -- the page-
break signal -- grows larger and larger, until it reveals
a level of complexity and detail greater than that of the
hieroglyphics themselves.

                                        ELLIE
                           (breathless)
                Holy shit...

These new symbols begin to mutate change... something is
happening, Hadden leans in to Ellie.

                                        HADDEN
                You'll like this part.  A little
                flashy...

ON SCREEN

The symbols metamorphose into strange, fractal shapes;
like crystals, they begin to grow and shift, interacting
in a stunningly beautiful and intricate ballet --

                                        ELLIE
                Some kind of circuitry...?

                                        HADDEN
                Very good, Doctor.  I've also
                detected structural elements, back
                references, a general movement from
                the simple to the complex -- all of
                which would seem to indicate
                instructions -- an enormously
                complicated set of instructions --
                for building something.

                                        ELLIE
                A machine.
                           (off Hadden's nod)
                But a machine that does what?

                                        HADDEN
                           (smiles)
                That would seem to be the question
                of the hour.
                           (turning to her)
                I want to build it, Doctor.  Of
                course I'm already lobbying through
                the usual channels of influence and
                corruption -- but as I said, my
                colorful past has made many of those
                channels... difficult to navigate.
                I need someone on the inside.

                                        ELLIE
                And in return?

                                        HADDEN
                In return... you get the primer --
                and with it the power to stay in the
                game.  Do we have a deal?

Ellie pulls herself away from the hypnotic display.

                                        ELLIE
                Mr. Hadden, I'm a scientist; I don't
                make deals... But.  If you wish to
                give me, in good faith, access to
                your information, I can assure you
                that I will exert all reasonable
                efforts to promote your cause
                wherever it doesn't conflict with
                the best interests of science... or
                my better judgment.

                                        HADDEN
                           (delighted)
                That's my girl.  Done.

Ellie turns to watch the screens as the fractals continue
to coalesce.  Dazzled --

                                                                
CUT TO:

EXT.  CAMP DAVID - AERIAL SHOT - DAY

The snow-covered Presidential retreat in its forest
setting.

INT.  CAMP DAVID - BRIEFING ROOM - DAY

Charts display a decoded periodic table, the slice of
circuitry; monitors scroll through hundreds of decoded
pages.

                                        ELLIE
                ... And while its function remains,
                for the moment, a mystery, my best
                guess is that it represents a
                transport of some kind.

                                        PRESIDENT LASKER
                A transport.  So are they coming or
                are we going?

                                        KITZ
                           (interrupting)
                The transport theory is only one
                hypothesis, Ms. President, and in my
                view a rather naive one.  It could
                just as easily be some kind of
                Trojan Horse.  We build it and out
                pours the entire Vegan army.

                                        CHAIRMAN OF JOINT 
CHIEFS
                Why even bother to risk personnel?
                Why not send some kind of doomsday
                machine?  Every time an emerging
                technological civilization announces
                itself by broadcasting radio waves
                into space they reply with a
                message.  The civilization builds it
                and blows itself up.  No
                expeditionary force needed.

                                        ELLIE
                Ms. President, this is communist
                paranoia right out of War of the
                Worlds.  There is no reason
                whatsoever to believe the ETIs
                intentions are hostile.  We pose no
                threat to them -- it would be like
                us going out of our way to destroy
                microbes on a beach in Africa.

                                        DRUMLIN
                Interesting analogy.  And how guilty
                would we feel if we happened to
                destroy some microbes on a beach in
                Africa?

                                        KITZ
                           (turning to Ellie)
                I hope you're right, Doctor.  But
                right now my job is to protect
                American lives from any plausible
                threat, and in that regard I have to
                assume the worst.

                                        RICHARD RANK
                From a non-secular perspective, I'm
                forced to agree.


